The spatial values of retinal coordinates are "recalibrated" to the "egocentric" coordinates during and after a saccade within a fraction of a second. We measured the time constant of this retinal coordinate transformation by means of an afterimage technique: our ten subjects performed "auditory" horizontal saccades in total darkness (0.245 saccades/sec). At a saccade frequency below 1 saccadeisec, the subjects observed saccadic displacement of the fovea1 afterimage, but the afterimage seemed to arrive at its final position more slowly than the center of gaze (state 1). At saccade frequencies above 1.5 saccades/sec, the perceived amplitude of afterimage displacement decreased with increased saccade frequency (state 2). Above 2 saccadeslsec all subjects perceived two stationary afterimages simultaneously at the saccadic end-position (state 3). A further increases in saccade frequency reduced the distance between the two afterimages till only one stationary afterimage was seen in a mid-position between the two auditory targets at a saccade frequency above 3.2-3.5 saccades/sec (state 4). Saccade amplitude remained constant within the frquency range between 0.2 and 4.5 saccadeslsec. A one-step or two-step linear model was applied to simulate the experimental data, indicating that the spatial coordinates shift more slowly than the saccadic eye movements.
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INTRODUCI'ION
When one observes a lasting fovea1 afterimage, i.e. an image perfectly stabilized on the retina, in the dark or against a homogeneous background, it is seen moving in the extrapersonal space whenever the position of gaze is changed by voluntary saccades or eye pursuit movements. This observation was first reported by Aristotle who wrote in his essay, "On dreams": "And if we look at the sun or any other bright object and close thereafter our eyes, then when our line of sight is directed straight ahead, we see first an image of the same colour, whereever the center of gaze moves.. . ". Evidently the apparent motion of the afterimage is correlated to the change in spatial values of the retinal coordinates during voluntary eye or gaze movements.
This "recalibration" or coordinate transformation process (Bell, 1823; Purkinje, 1825a, b; Hering, 1861 Hering, , 1879 Mach, 1886) is not necessarily linearly correlated with the actual gaze position. When paying attention to the afterimage movement during large voluntary saccades in the dark, one gains the impression that the afterimage changes its position much more slowly than the center of gaze (Purkinje, 1825a, b) .
Thus the adjustment in the spatial values of the retinal coordinates during and after saccadic eye movements seem to be delayed with respect to the change in the actual center of gaze position. Purkinje also observed that very fast horizontal back and forth saccades lead to a corresponding apparent movement of the stationary objects (oscillopsia).
Several components might contribute to the recalibration of retinal coordinates during and after saccades: In the following we applied a method by which all retinal displacement signals were absent, since an absolutely stabilized retinal stimulus was applied. Voluntary horizontal "auditory"saccades were produced in total darkness towards acoustic targets, and the frequency of the subject's horizontal back and forth saccades was increased in steps by increasing the alter-
